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stick with the development of a bit woman and her father as they buy "a garden," and board the

bus to hold it home. The pansies, tulips, daffodils, geraniums, and daisies are lovingly planted in
a window box, and the candles at the cake are lighted--just as mother walks within the door to
discover her daughter, her husband, and her birthday surprise.
Bunting’s tender lines, hot tones and reasonable oil on paper portraiture satisfaction the
attention during this gentle, rhyming tale of a tender lady who brings the enjoyment of gardening
to a small inner-city apartment. the thrill quietly builds as we accompany a tender African
American woman and her father to the shop and residential back through bus, sporting the
materials for a different birthday shock for her mother. The large-print textual content is minimal,
introducing a few great new vocabulary for opting for forms of plant life like pansies, tulips,
daffodils, geraniums, and daisies that could be surprising to many younger Flower Garden
children. the nice and cozy and loving photos that includes an African American relations in a
comfortable surroundings and multicultural, multiethnic associates are attractive and inviting,
whereas additionally reflecting the demographic environment universal in city neighborhoods.
brief sentences, and simple, rhyming textual content make this a sensible choice for sharing
with preschoolers and kindergartners who're simply commencing to read. as a result of the
large, appealing illustrations, and optimistic visible messages, this e-book is additionally great
for sharing with more youthful preschoolers and toddlers. Additionally, Bunting presents the
reader with step by step instructions, correct there in the narrative, for development a beautiful
windowbox backyard to enjoy. while sharing this ebook with children, i would indicate that the
little woman and her daddy have been purchasing anything strange and engaging from the
store, i'd have them expect what they have been going to do with those items. Later, i might
indicate the instruments and elements getting used to make the windowbox garden. this might
be an exceptional booklet for sharing inside of a number Flower Garden of storytime topics
including: Springtime, City, Families, Flowers, Gardens, Birthdays, Surprises, or even Mother’s
Day. For an easy extension idea, households may perhaps get pleasure from planting their very
own small “flower gardens” with a few potting soil Flower Garden and flower seeds in Dixie
cups to take domestic with them.
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